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Crossed Canoes - 12”

Here are the perfect ingredients for my taste to create a 
salt and pepper quilt. Aptly titled “Black and White,” the 
prints range from whitest white and blackest black, with 
crisp designs ranging from line-art kitties to op-art flowers, 
swirls and mini floral vines. My cupboard always seems to 
be short on black and white prints so I made sure they 
were on my shopping list this time. The playful patterns 
lend themselves to many of the folk art and bright, 
children’s quilts I enjoy sewing. I know that adding these 
print fabrics to a quilt will gie it a dimension and flavor that 
solid white or black never could.

Black & White Collection by Classic Cottons- 
www.classiccottons.com

PLEASE NOTE: This fabric stash block first appeared in the December/January 2007 issue of QUILT 
magazine. Many fabrics have a shelf life of about 6 months to 1 year. These exact fabrics may not still 
be available for purchase. Take heart! Your favorite quilt shop can help you select suitable substitutes 
in colors and patterns that will work just as well to make this block.
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Paper piecing pattern is provided
on next page.
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Crossed Canoes Block - 12”

Fabric Stash Templates

Trace or photocopy the pattern below four times. Piece
each of the four sections using foundation piecing methods.
Trim to 1/4” seam allowance. Gently remove paper. Join
all four units into1 the Cross Canoes Block.
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